detroit diesel engine specs bolt torques manuals - detroit diesel workshop repair manuals parts books spec sheets engine specs bolt torques, know your diesels the detroit diesel series 71 - welcome to the first in a series of stories relating to famous diesel engines of the past and present i can t think of a better one to start with than the detroit diesel series 71, the detroit diesel the iconic american high speed two - detroit diesel north american diesel icon authored by james jensen 2011 there is not one person in north america who has not in some form whether they knew it or not been impacted by the venerable detroit diesel engine, detroit diesel engine manuals parts catalogs - detroit diesel engines spare parts catalogs service operation manuals spare parts for mtu and detroit marine engines since march 2011 the off highway division of detroit diesel corporation mtu Friedrichshafen bergen marine rolls royce are under control rolls royce group plc daimler ag and tognum ag, detroit diesel 2 cycle 2 stroke engine operating oil tips - note the following is from my personal experiences while operating a small 7 bus charter company over a 17 year period back in 1983 when i was just beginning to operate a charter company i had a 1966 mc5a with a fresh majored 8v71 engine which was using 1 gallon of delo 100 oil every 2300 miles, workover rigs for sale sun machinery - crown 500 series ce600dd well service rig ref 13393tb manufactured 2006 drawworks complete with 48 pneumatic disc assist brake detroit series 60 diesel 14 l engine blown needs to be replaced and rated to 475 hp Allison 5860db transmission with drop box and disconnect to rear drive axles 5 forward 1 reverse 104 x 250 000 4 leg mast rod racking board mounted on 5 axle, compressor boosters sun machinery - last updated 01 10 2019 11 26 am air compressors boosters air foam units airman ajax atlas copco ingersoll rand chicago pneumatic doosan duetz gardner denver, silver eagle bus sales motor home bus conversion sales - silver eagle bus sales bus consignments motor home conversion sales coach sales engine sales, ed livingston sales oilfield equipment - 1330 2 mud pump triplex gd tee steel fluid end gardner denver model tee 4 x 5 triplex pump package w steel block fluid end which is good to 5000 psi maximum chain case p b 6v71 detroit diesel engine manual transmission mission charge pump piping and manifold mud gauge relief valve fuel tank storage racks complete package enclosed in steel building, used clark michigan equipment parts for sale pictures - used clark michigan parts used clark michigan equipment parts new clark michigan parts rebuilt and spare clark michigan parts for sale tractorparts com pictures, for sale by owner bus conversion101 - 1994 mci 12 partial rv conversion excellent condition previous owner was a mechanic factory rebuilt silver 6v 92 detroit diesel by reliabilt corporate detroit diesel engines back to top 5 speed 750 allison automatic transmission, alaska boats permits boats for sale - 36 x 13 5 rosborough has 2004 cummins 6cta8 3 450 hp diesel twin disc gear w troll valve wesmar 8 bowthruster bennet trim tabs 2011 upgrades completely rewired new electronics cabin interior refurbished, driver classics heritage fleet driver bus lines - pontiac was a brand established in 1926 by general motors in the usa as a companion make to gm s more expensive oakland brand pontiac was named after a famous indian chief as was the town of pontiac michigan where they were built, lancer classifieds buses for sale lancer insurance company - important notice lancer insurance company is not responsible for the quality and condition of items or services listed in lancer classifieds and urges all lancer classifieds users to exercise caution and due diligence before conducting any transaction it is also recommended that lancer classifieds advertisers verify the identity of anyone responding to their listing, recambios detroit diesel general motors equipos terex - marcamodeloreferenciaacambioanteriordescripci ncantidad gmf 6325632500filtro fleetguard24gm 100080 tornillo8gm 1010750tornillo bomba agua salada0 gm hf, buses www slac com home page we re not the droid you - old look many buses built from the 1930 s through the 1950 s and some in the 1960 s were built with one or two entrance doors and were tall enough to walk in standing upright they were usually aluminum bodied and many were all aluminum construction they were boxy with rounded corners were fully painted and were built with relatively small windows made of small pieces of rectangular, used buses for sale buy sell a bus free buses for sale - used buses for sale find the bus for sale you need from our wide selection of user submitted buses in the list below here you can find a variety of bus makes bus models and bus styles that have been submitted by the usedbusesforsale net bus community the most recently submitted bus of the appropriate category will be displayed below each tag of used bus for sale found below, mega links busnuts com - welcome to the largest compendium of bus related links to be found anywhere on the net the following links provided through the courtesy and efforts of barclay brown nels hagan and you this is a work in progress and we appreciate your comments and suggestions as well as help with new links and their placement, farm clearing sales section - john deere 8320r tractor 2010 model 5020hrs includes premium command view cab ils ivt 40km right hand reverser uhf hid lighting 5 x